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Scan Downloader. 8. Verify
that the screen is
successfully set to

â€œtouchâ€�. Read, step by
step, through the entire

manual using the provided
instructional. Step 4: Move

the settings icon to â€œUser
Application. â€œApplication
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â€œSETTINGSâ€� menu and
then choose â€œOptionâ€�.
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the step v7 23 free 15 from
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row. When I add a border to
the buttons in the footer, the
buttons look like they have a
border, but when I do this,
the rest of the text/buttons

are also box-shadowed and it
doesn't look good. I assume

I'm not setting the right
border or box-shadow

properties somewhere, but
the flexbox properties seem
to work differently when a

parent is the flex container.
Here is a jsfiddle. I added a
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class called "bug" to my
footer and I noticed that the

text is the expected color, but
the buttons have the border.

A: Both parent and
grandparent have border-
style:solid applied, the just
one has border-width:2px
applied to it. Thus border-

width works the same way for
all elements in a container,

and border-style works
similar, except that it isn't

inherited from the container,
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